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SUPREMELY FAST FPV

RISE0210   INDORFIN 130 Racer 200mW RTF 
RISE0211   INDORFIN 130 Racer 200mW FPV-R Drone 
Speci�cations-
Diagonal Size: 130 mm (5.1 in)
RTF Weight: 169 g (5.9 oz) 
RTF Requires: Nothing! 
FPV-R Requires: 5.8GHz FPV monitor and 2.4GHz transmitter

If high-speed RC �ights in an exceptional, small FPV race drone are your thing, you’ll want to check out 
the cutting-edge INDORFIN. It’s available in both FPV-R and fully loaded RTF versions for pro and beginner 
pilots. Either way, you get the power of 3S LiPo batteries for blistering speed and a carbon �ber frame for 
exceptional durability. 

Open-source Beta�ight software makes it exceptionally easy to �ne tune, program, and �y. At just 130 mm 
on the diagonal, it’s compact enough to do sick FPV stunts in and through tight spaces. If fast, freestyle FPV 
is your thing, you need the INDORFIN!

BOTH FEATURE:
 ❚ Quad 4100Kv motors for maximum speeds in freestyle 

drone �ying

 ❚ Quad 3A OneShot ESCs with plug-and-play convenience 

 ❚ F3 �ight controller with open-source Beta�ight software 
lets you customize your �ight program

 ❚ 600TVL camera is adjustable to offset the tilt-forward of 
extreme speeds

 ❚ A light, yet rugged carbon �ber frame for ultimate strength

BOTH INCLUDE:
 ❚ Installed 5.8GHz FPV transmitter

 ❚ ONYX™ 3S 11.1V 740mAh 20C LiPo 
battery and charger

 ❚ Extra props

 ❚ Full instructions

RTF ALSO INCLUDES:
 ❚ 4.3” 5.8GHz color monitor

 ❚ Monitor goggles

 ❚ RISE J2000 2.4GHz hobby transmitter

 ❚ (4) AA batteries for the transmitter
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Start exploring drone photography quickly and easily with the ARCHON. Everything you’ll need is included — 2.4GHz 
RISE �ight transmitter, Tactic 4.3” 5.8GHz FPV color monitor, 1080p/12MP 5.8GHz 200mW camera, LiPo battery, AC 
balance charger, and more. Built-in, simple to use GPS �ight modes enable the ARCHON to nearly pilot itself while you 
focus on taking exciting aerial pictures and videos. The ARCHON is durably built, fully equipped, and loads of fun!

YOUR FAST TRACK TO FPV

FEATURES:
 ❚ Easy, intuitive �ying, with “Return-to-Home” for safe landings and “Auto-Hold” that keeps the ARCHON at the 

altitude you want

 ❚ “Return-to-Home” mode at low battery power automatically brings the ARCHON back to its original launch 
location

 ❚ Watch your footage in real time from the 5.8GHz FPV camera, or add a micro memory card to store, edit and 
upload high-quality action videos from the on-board DVR

 ❚ Tough, injection-molded design helps you �y with con�dence

 ❚ LEDs keep you oriented, and prop guards and extra props are included

 ❚ Compatible with inexpensive TACZ5200 goggles and most 5.8GHz goggles

Ready-To-Fly 370mm GPS DroneReady-To-Fly 370mm GPS Drone

™

INCLUDES: 
 ❚ 100% Ready-To-Fly ARCHON 370 mm GPS Drone

 ❚ RISE 1080p 12 MP 5.8GHz FPV camera

 ❚ 200mW 5.8GHz video transmitter

 ❚ ISO camera mount

 ❚ Tactic 4.3” LCD FPV color monitor

 ❚ 2S 7.4V 2200mAh LiPo battery w/Star® Plug

 ❚ 2S/3S AC balance charger

 ❚ RISE J2020 2.4GHz transmitter

 ❚ Tx monitor holder

 ❚ Monitor charge cord

 ❚ Prop guards

 ❚ Extra set of props

 ❚ (4) AA transmitter batteries

 ❚ Screwdriver (for Tx battery door)

 ❚ Instruction manual

RISE0300  ARCHON 370 mm GPS RTF Drone 
Drone Speci�cations-
Diagonal Measurement: 370 mm (14.6 in)
Weight: 525 g (18.5 oz)
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Whether you like to cruise in comfort or �y behind 
enemy lines, Flyzone has the perfect micro model for 
you. The DC-3 Airliner recreates the popular passenger 
plane that put more Americans in the air than ever 
before. The C-47 Skytrain comes complete with 
invasion stripes and looks like it’s ready to drop troops 
and turn for England. The best part? Both of these 
classics are fully equipped and ready-to-�y!

FLOWN THE 
WORLD OVER

Both Feature:
 ❚ Smooth and stable �ight characteristics

 ❚ Impressive micro scale looks 

 ❚ Twin motor power

 ❚ Tactic 4-channel SLT™ radio system with built-in 
battery charger

❚ Wing attaches quickly with two screws

 ❚ Magnetic nose cone for fast, easy battery replacement

 ❚ Clear plastic cockpit glass and side windows

 ❚ Scale counter-rotating 3-blade propellers

 ❚ 1S LiPo �ight battery

❚ 5 AA batteries

Wingspan: 23 in (584 mm)
Wing Area: 66.5 in² (4.3 dm²)
Wing Loading: 5.6 oz/ft² (17 g/dm²)
Weight: 2.6 oz (74 g)
Length: 16.75 in (426 mm)
Both Require: nothing!

FLZA2320   Micro DC-3 
Airliner RTF

Produced under license. Boeing, Douglas DC-3 ™, the distinctive Boeing logos, product markings 
and trade dress are trademarks of The Boeing Company.

FLZA2330   Micro C-47 
Skytrain RTF

®

™
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The next generation of on-road performance has arrived with the Speed R2103 from O.S.! Capable of a wider range of 
torque than the R2102, the Speed R2103 dominates even on high-grip surfaces. Superior fuel consumption ensures you 
get the most mileage from every �ll-up. Factory-applied two-color graphics add signature style to this sleek-looking 
power plant.

Ty Tessmann has delivered a power plant that’s worthy of his winning pedigree with the Speed B21 Ty Tessmann II 
Limited Edition. Unique features include a low-pro�le cylinder head designed by Ty, a 5.8 mm carb reducer and laser-
etched engravings of Ty’s signature on the crankshaft cylinder head and crankcase. Supplies are limited, so get yours 
now before they run out!

SPEED R2103 1/8 ON-ROAD ENGINE SPEED B21 TY TESSMANN II 
LIMITED EDITIONTHE NEXT GENERATION OF PERFORMANCE
CHAMPION DESIGN, CHAMPION PERFORMANCE

 ❚ Compatible with 16% nitro fuel, which complies with               
EFRA regulations

 ❚ Crankshaft with Diamond-Like Coating (DLC) and an 
embedded tungsten weight

 ❚ Outer head with factory-applied two-color graphics

 ❚ Inner button head allows for �ner tuning to meet                    
track conditions

 ❚ Steel rear ball bearing

 ❚ Slide valve carburetor

 ❚ 8.5 mm reducer installed in the carburetor venturi to 
reduce the amount of air�ow for greater torque

 ❚ Turbo RP7 glow plug

 ❚ Includes exhaust seal ring, tapered collet and three carb 
dust seal caps

 ❚ Also available with the T-2080SC Pipe Set, constructed of 
polished aluminum and tuned for competition

OSMG2020   1AY00    Speed R2103 1/8 On-Road Engine
OSMG2021   1AY01    Speed R2103/T-2080SC Tuned Pipe 
Displacement: 0.213 cu in (3.49 cc) 
Bore: 0.633 in (16.08 mm) 
Stroke: 0.677 in (17.2 mm)
Rpm Range: 4,000-45,000 
Output: 2.76 hp @ 33,000 rpm
Weight: 11.99 oz (340 g) 
Both Include: Exhaust seal ring, tapered collet and 
three carb dust seal caps
OSMG2021 Includes: T-2080SC exhaust pipe

OSMG2020 OSMG2021

 ❚ Special low-pro�le cylinder head with double-height 
vertical �ns, designed by Ty Tessmann

 ❚ Crankshaft, cylinder head and crankcase feature a 
laser-etched engraving of Ty Tessmann’s signature

 ❚ 5.8 mm carb reducer

 ❚ 21J3 (B) slide valve carburetor

 ❚ P3 Turbo glow plug

 ❚ Exhaust seal ring

 ❚ Dust cap set

OSMG2086  1A209   Speed B21 Ty Tessmann II Limited Edition 
Displacement: 0.211 cu in (3.46 cc)
Bore: 0.646 in (16.4 mm) 
Stroke: 0.646 in (16.4 mm) 
Practical Rpm: 4,000-42,000
Power Output: 2.61 hp @ 34,000 rpm
Weight: 12.56 oz (356 g)
Includes: P3 Turbo glow plug, exhaust seal ring, 5.8 mm carb 
reducer, dust cap set 
Requires: Glow fuel, glow igniter, fuel �lter, fuel bottle, starter 
and T-2090SC Tuned Pipe Set (OSMG2953)

® ®
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Club racers rejoice! The R21 is based on the Championship heritage of the R2102 engine and delivers an unbeatable 
blend of power and value for 1/8 on-road racing. Its crankshaft and piston/liner are designed with premium 
performance and easy maintenance in mind, which makes it an ideal choice for beginners. This engine is upgradeable 
with high-performance O.S. Speed parts, letting you realize your full winning potential.

 ❚ The perfect power plant for rookies and club racers

 ❚ Newly developed crankshaft and piston/liner with the 
capability to upgrade later to a Spec-class performer

 ❚ RP7 Turbo glow plug

 ❚ 8.5 mm carb reducer

 ❚ Speed �ywheel collet

 ❚ Exhaust seal ring

 ❚ Dust cap set

OSMG2032  1B900  R21 1/8 On-Road Club Racing Engine
Displacement: 0.213 cu in (3.49 cc)
Bore: 0.633 in (16.08 mm) 
Stroke: 0.677 in (17.20 mm)
Practical Rpm: 4,000-44,000
Power Output: 2.71 hp @ 32,000 rpm
Weight: 12.35 oz (350 g)
Includes: RP7 Turbo glow plug, exhaust seal ring, 8.5 mm 
carb reducer, dust cap set 
Requires: Glow fuel, glow igniter, fuel �lter, fuel bottle, 
starter and T-2080SC Tuned Pipe Set (OSMG2983)

®
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R21 1/8 ON-ROAD CLUB 
RACING ENGINE
PREMIUM POWER, 
ENTRY-LEVEL EASE

RACING ENGINE

ONE COOL, COMPLETE CAMERA DRONE

®

™

Ready-to-Fly 251 mm FPV Drone w
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Features:
 ❚ Rugged, resilient plastic airframe tough enough to survive 

routine crashes with ease

 ❚ Auto-Flip Button for pro-style �ips on demand

 ❚ Four �ight modes (Easy, Normal, Advanced and Expert) to 
customize response to your skills and preferences 

 ❚ High-intensity, multi-color LEDs for easy tracking and 
orientation

 ❚ Advanced 3+3 stabilization system includes a 3-axis gyro 
for easy, level �ight and 3 accelerometers to offset outside 
forces. Accelerometers can also be turned off for added 
maneuverability

 ❚ Store video and photos on the memory card, or download 
them directly to your smartphone via Wi-Fi    

Includes:
 ❚ Fully assembled Vista FPV drone

 ❚ Tactic DroneView digital HD FPV camera

 ❚ 2.4GHz SLT radio system

 ❚ 4GB micro memory card  

 ❚ 3.7V 850mAh LiPo battery

 ❚ USB charger  

 ❚ Smartphone holder

 ❚ 4 AAA batteries

 ❚ Extra blades

 ❚ Screwdriver

Diagonal: 251 mm (9.8 in)
Weight: 136 g (4.79 oz)
Streaming video function requires: app and 
device for Apple or Android

DIDE04**   Dromida Vista FPV 251 mm RTF

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in 
the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Android™ and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc. 

Product Re-Release
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No matter how you look at them, RC10B6.1 and RC10B6.1D Team Kits are top-notch competitors from every angle! The 
RC10B6.1 is ideal for high-traction tracks, while the RC10B6.1D is great for dirt tracks. 

1/10 2WD RC10B6.1 & RC10B6.1D TEAM EP KITS

Both Feature:
 ❚ Shortened 7075 aluminum chassis
 ❚ JConcepts® B6 clear body and wing
 ❚ Easy-access ball differential
 ❚ Differential height adjustment with 0, 1, 2 and 3 mm 

inserts included
 ❚ Slipper assembly improves weight balance and shock 

clearance
 ❚ Heavy-duty V2 routed graphite shock towers
 ❚ Innovative rear arm with molded inserts for ultra-�ne 

lower shock mount adjustment
 ❚ Battery strap allows the use of optional turnbuckle-based 

braces
 ❚ Machined pistons for a superior �t and smooth operation

 ❚ Rear hubs feature large bearings and an easy-
insert system to adjust camber link position 
and rear axle height

 ❚ Aluminum C and D arm mounts for a large 
range of anti-squat and toe adjustment

 ❚ Lightweight aluminum top shaft
 ❚ Factory Team oil ball bearing kit

CUSTOMIZE AND CONQUER THE COMPETITION

RC10B6.1 Also Features:
 ❚ Designed for high-traction tracks
 ❚ 3-gear Laydown Stealth® transmission for lower and forward CG
 ❚ Front and rear anti-roll bars limit chassis roll for increased cornering 

speed
 ❚ Steel chassis weight

RC10B6.1D Also Features:
 ❚ 3-gear Lay Back Stealth® transmission gives the car 

additional traction when exiting corners
 ❚ +1 steering block arms optimize feel on dirt tracks

90020   ASCD9020
1/10 2WD RC10B6.1 Team EP Kit 

90021   ASCD9021
1/10 2WD RC10B6.1D Team EP Kit
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1/10, 2WD ProSC10 Brushless RTRs deliver exciting short course action in feature-packed ready-to-run packages! 
All feature a powerful Reedy brushless system, Dynamic Vehicle Control for improved stability, a trimmed and 
painted replica body, multi-terrain tires and much, much more.

STAY ON COURSE WITH DYNAMIC 
VEHICLE CONTROL
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 ❚ Low-CG molded composite chassis with hook-
and-loop battery straps that hold NiMH and 2-3S 
LiPo packs

❚ Rear wheel drive with CVA driveshafts

 ❚ Reedy 3300Kv brushless motor

 ❚ Reedy SC600-BL brushless ESC with cooling fan

 ❚ 2-channel 2.4GHz radio with DVC (Dynamic 
Vehicle Control) receiver that automatically 
counter-steers, improving stability when the 
vehicle starts to slide

 ❚ Water-resistant, enclosed receiver box

❚ Reedy 0712 metal gear high-torque steering servo

 ❚ Aluminum bodied 12mm Big Bore shocks

 ❚ Fully adjustable suspension geometry

 ❚ Externally adjustable V2 slipper clutch

 ❚ Multi-terrain scale tires with reinforced sidewalls

❚ Realistic wheels and tires

®

70015       ASCD7015 ProSC10 RJ/Rockstar Energy 1/10  
               2WD RTR   
70016       ASCD7016 ProSC10 AE Team 1/10 2WD RTR
70015C    ASCD7017 ProSC10 RJ/Rockstar Energy 1/10  
               2WD RTR LiPo Combo 
70016C    ASCD7018 ProSC10 AE Team 1/10 2WD RTR
               LiPo Combo

ASCD7015

ASCD7016

LiPo Combos add a Reedy 2S LiPo battery with T-plug 
connector and Reedy Compact Balance Charger

2-channel radio system. Reedy high-torque metal gear servo.

Reedy water-resistant brushless ESC. DVC (Dynamic Vehicle Control) 
receiver with built-in gyro.

Reedy 3300Kv brushless motor.

ASCD7015
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 ❚ Comes with everything you need to drive!

 ❚ Aggressive off-road stance

 ❚ Molded plastic chassis

 ❚ Rear-wheel drive

 ❚ Integrated ESC/receiver unit

 ❚ Integrated proportional servo

 ❚ 2-channel pistol-grip radio with built-in battery charge cable

 ❚ LiPo battery

 ❚ 1/28 replica RC28 body in orange

 ❚ Two plastic rear friction shocks

 ❚ Rubber tires

 ❚ White plastic wheels

ASSOCIATED 1/28 RC28 2WD ELECTRIC RTR

20152   ASCD0152   1/28 RC28 2WD EP RTR
Length: 5.6 in (143 mm)
Width: 3.4 in (86 mm)
Wheelbase: 4 in (101.5 mm)
Weight: 0.17 lb (76.2 g)
Requires: Nothing!

Mini but mighty

Associated has shrunk the legendary RC10 Team Kit down to size with the new, 1/28 RC28 RTR. This 
easy-to-drive buggy has everything you need to enjoy off-roading out of the box, like a 2-channel radio with 
built-in charge cable, a LiPo battery and painted body – even AA batteries for the transmitter. Charge it up, 
and watch the dirt fly!  ❚ Upgrades include an FRP chassis set, CC-01 assembly 

universal shafts and an aluminum motor mount

 ❚ Torque-tuned 540 motor

 ❚ Polycarbonate body

 ❚ Fully independent double wishbone suspension

 ❚ Bellcrank steering

 ❚ 2.5” (64 mm) diameter rubber slicks with                     
foam inserts

 ❚ 1.9” (48 mm) diameter copper and chrome                  
�nish wheels 

 ❚ All-terrain CC-01 plastic tub chassis

 ❚ 540 motor and TBLE-02S ESC with reverse

 ❚ Painted and trimmed matte black       
polycarbonate body 

 ❚ Front double wishbone and rear 4-link            
rigid suspensions

 ❚ Bellcrank steering with servo saver and 
adjustable linkage

 ❚ Planetary gear diffs – the rear diff can be       
locked during assembly

 ❚ 3.5” (90 mm) diameter semi-pneumatic             
all-terrain tires

 ❚ One-piece black beadlock wheel

TAMIYA 1/10 PORSCHE 934 JÄGERMEISTER BLACK 
EDITION 4WD EP KIT

TAMIYA 1/10 LANDFREEDER MATTE BLACK SPECIAL

Sleek, sporty and packed with hop-ups

Trail-running, ‘80s-style

47364   TAMC7362   1/10 Porsche 934 
Jägermeister Black Edition 4WD EP Kit

47361   TAMC7361  1/10 
LandFreeder Matte Black 
Special 4WD EP Kit

Requires: 2-channel radio with 1 servo, 
6-cell NiMH battery with standard connector, 
charger and paint

Requires: 2-channel radio with 1 steering servo, 
6-cell NiMH battery with standard connector, 
charger and paint

®
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 ❚ Gear-driven 6WD chassis is derived from the 
popular GF-01

 ❚ Takes on slope inclines of up to 40° with ease

 ❚ Clear polycarbonate school bus body includes 
separate parts for �ne details

 ❚ Front-center mounted 540 motor

 ❚ Six-wheel double wishbone suspension

 ❚ Spring-loaded front bumper

 ❚ Friction shocks

 ❚ TA02-S tub chassis with short wheelbase

 ❚ 540-size motor

 ❚ ESC with forward and reverse modes

 ❚ Recreates the classic Beetle that dazzled 
the rally circuit from the 1950s through 
the 1980s!

 ❚ Factory-�nished, scale VW Beetle body 
tops off the dependable, shaft-driven    
MF-01X 4WD chassis — ideal for surfaces 
from road to �at dirt

 ❚ Well-suited for off-road maneuvers, with 
a fully independent suspension, short 
wheelbase, and short track

 ❚ Includes 540 motor, ESC, Rally block tires, 
molded gray wheels, and 16T pinion gear

TAMIYA 1/18 KING YELLOW 6X6 GS-01 EP KIT

TAMIYA 1/10 LANCIA 037 RALLY TA02-S 4WD EP KITRC RALLY RACING WITH A BOSS BEETLE BODY

Primed to pound the pavement and off-road obstacles

A spirited scale racerVolkswagen Beetle Rally MF-01X 4WD Kit

58653   TAMC8653   Tamiya 1/18 King 
Yellow 6x6 GS-01 EP Kit

58654  TAMC8654  
1/10 Lancia 037 Rally 
TA02-S 4WD EP Kit

58650   TAMC8650
1/10 Scale Volkswagen Beetle 
Rally MF-01X 4WD Kit

Requires: 2-channel radio with 1 high-speed steering 
servo, 6-cell NiMH battery, charger and paint

Requires: 2-channel radio with 1 HT steering 
servo, ESC, 6-cell NiMH battery with standard 
connector, charger and paint

 ❚ ABS plastic body

 ❚ Fully independent suspension

 ❚ Front gear differential and rear ball 
differential

010-0162-02   CSEC6202   Mamba Micro X Crawler ESC/1406-2280Kv Motor Combo   
010-0162-03   CSEC6303   Mamba Micro X Crawler ESC/1406-2850Kv Motor Combo

CASTLE™ CREATIONS MAMBA MICRO X CRAWLER 
ESC/1406 MOTOR COMBOS
Extreme telemetry-ready performance

 ❚ For 2-3S LiPos and 1/10 crawlers up to 8 lb and faster 1/10 
vehicles up to 5 lb

 ❚ Sensored, waterproof ESC features an adjustable 5.5V or 
7.5V/2A peak BEC

 ❚ Compatible with the Telemetry Link for S.Bus2 (sold separately)

CASTLE CREATIONS SIDEWINDER 4 ESC/1410-3800KV 
BRUSHLESS MOTOR 
A spectacular combo for short course, stadium trucks and buggies

 ❚ For 2-3S LiPos and vehicles weighing up to 6.5 lb

 ❚ Sensorless, waterproof ESC features a splash-resistant fan and 
5V/2A peak BEC

 ❚ 4-pole, 12-slot motor is sensored and rebuildable

010-0164-05   CSEC6405   Castle Creations 
Sidewinder 4 ESC/1410-3800Kv Brushless Motor
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REVELL OF GERMANY®

AMT® 1/25 1965 Lincoln Continental
Two ways to construct a classic
The Lincoln Continental was designed with luxury in mind, capturing the imaginations 
of discerning drivers for almost eight decades. The 1965 model boasted a redesigned 
front end with wraparound signal and parking lights on the fenders. Also new to the ‘65 
version were Kelsey-Hayes disc brakes, an oil pressure gauge and front seat belts. Kit 
features convertible and wagon build options, countless customizing parts, reversible 
wide whitewall/pinstripe tires, tinted windows, a decal sheet with two woodgrain panel 
types and Retro Deluxe™ vintage-style packaging.

AMT1081/12 AMTS1081 Skill Level: 2

AMT® 1/25 1958 Edsel Pacer
Cruise in comfort
Available for one year only, the Edsel Pacer was equipped with many features that made 
it a cut above other sedans in its class. Contoured seat backs ensured a comfortable ride. 
A 303 hp V8 engine with four-barrel carburetor and a choice of 3-speed transmissions 
guaranteed everyone would have a ball driving it. Kit features modern tooling, option 
parts to build the car as a “full continental kit” with extended bumper, a super-detailed 
V-8 engine, chassis and interior, pad-printed whitewall tires, customizing decals and 
retro-style packaging.

AMT1087/12 AMTS1087 Skill Level: 2 

AMT® 1/25 Peterbilt 352 Pacemaker Cabover
Setting the pace of the seventies
Peterbilt has been moving America for nearly a century. Though it’s most famous for its 
legendary long-nosed prime movers, the Peterbilt 352 Cabover was a force to be reckoned 
with as well. Kit features tilting sleeper cab, authentic diesel engine, dual exhaust 
stacks, hollow vinyl tires, detailed chassis with dual-drive tandem rear axles, original 
1970’s packaging, and an expanded decal sheet.

AMT1090/12 AMTS1090 

AMT® 1/25 1966 Ford Fairlane GT
Pure muscle, through and through
In addition to a redesigned front end, the 1966 Ford Fairlane GT featured a 390 cu. in. 
V8 engine with four-barrel carb that delivered 335 bhp. Another new feature that the ‘66 
offered was a convertible option to complement the sedans, station wagons and hardtops 
that were already available. “GTA” models were equipped with a SportShift Cruise-o-
Matic automatic transmission. Kit features modern tooling, a super-detailed engine, a 
separate frame and �oorboard, “ground-up” interior assembly, an opening hood, pad-
printed tires and 1966 “annual” Retro Deluxe™ packaging.

AMT1091/12 AMTS1091 Skill Level: 2 

AMT® 1/25 ‘62 Pontiac® Catalina Polyglas Gasser II
2-in-1 design for double trouble
The contoured design of the Catalina helped make it popular in gasser racing during the 
early 1960s. While the standard version could be upgraded with several option parts 
available through Pontiac, true gassers preferred to put in their own parts to create a 
custom racer. Kit features a choice of “stock” and “custom” build options, modern 
tooling, super-detailed parts such as interior, side pipe and front grille customizing 
options, four bonus Goodyear CWT red pinstripe tires, remastered decals with original 
artwork and extras, plus throwback Retro Deluxe™ packaging.

AMT1092/12 AMTS1092 Skill Level: 2

Bandai® 1/144 Unicorn Gundam 02 Banshee Norn UC R
The Banshee is Back!
“Banshee Norn”, is coming to the RG series! Its advanced frame allows it to 
transform smoothly between its two modes and lock into place. This intricate “Lock 
Mechanism”secures parts of the kit during transformation and adds stability. Its two 
types of iconic Armed Armors and head units have been recreated with realistic detailing. 
Choose between one articulated or two �xed head unit antennas, the largest and most 
distinct feature of the Banshee Norn! The newly designed Armed Armor XC integrates 
clear parts into sections of the Psycho-Frame, which are revealed when the kit is 
transformed into Destroy Mode. Kit features beam magnum, revolving launcher, armed 
armor DE, armed armor XC, beam sabers, and more. Premium box (BANS5888) features 
art of the Banshee Norn in Unicorn Mode.
221060/225888 BANS1060/BANS5888 Total Parts: 20 runners Height: 5 in (127 mm) 

1/96 USS UNITED STATES
Pride of a People

1/24 ‘53 CHEVY® BEL AIR® 3N1
Fifties fantasy

1/25 ’94 CHEVY® IMPALA™ SS™

Seventh-generation greatness

When you build this ship, you can almost hear the wind singing in her lofty rigging. Her 
32 long-barrel twenty-four pounders are menacing, even in 1/96 scale, and you can 
almost smell the smoke from �ve wars curling from their muzzles. From her �ghting 
tops to her brass-sheathing, she’s a true predator. A frigate built to eat frigates. The �rst 
and proudest of all the US Navy’s �ghting ships, and you can make her seaworthy once 
more. Kit features structured two-part hull, representation of brass plating, detailed 
superstructure, authentic sails, cannon, shrouds, thread, life boats, rigging blocks, display 
stand, and �ag chart. 

The Chevrolet® Bel Air® model was �rst introduced in 1950 and featured a unique roo�ine.  
In 1953 there were many changes and it was advertised as “entirely new through and 
through”.  The unique side trim distinguished it from the lower priced models.  This model 
also introduced options such as power steering and power brakes, previously only offered 
on expensive luxury cars. Kit features stock and lowered suspension, detailed 6 cylinder 
engine with custom parts, additional parts to build as stock, lowrider, or custom versions, 
Tampo printed whitewall tires, and soft black tires. 

After seven generations of full-size cars, the ‘94-‘96 Chevrolet® Impala™ marked the end 
of this great nameplate. The market for big, full-size 4-door sedans was coming to a close. 
However, the SS™ model was packed with performance. With its 5.7-liter OHV V-8 engine 
and rear-wheel drive, it was a muscle car for the ‘90s. Kit features white, transparent 
red and clear plastic molding, a detailed LT-1 V-8 engine, separate door panels, painted 
window lines, assorted chrome-plated parts and soft black tires.

05606 RVLS5606 Total Parts: 1339 Height: 26.8 in (680 mm)
Length: 36.1 in (918 mm) Skill Level: 5

85-4431 MONS4431 Total Parts: 111 Length: 8.1 in (206 mm)
Width: 3 in (76 mm) Skill Level: 4

85-4480 RMXS4480 Total Parts: 71                         Skill Level: 4
Length: 8.4 in (213 mm) Width: 3.1 in (79.3 mm)                      Height: 2.3 in (58.7 mm)
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Bandai® Gundam Exia 00 Bandai PG
Truly MASSIVE Mech
A “Perfect Grade” release of Gundam Exia in a massive 16-inch model. Celebrating the 
10th anniversary of “Gundam 00” and the �rst Perfect Grade of the “GunPla Evolution 
40th Anniversary Project”! This Gundam includes a full mechanical skeleton perfect 
for incredibly dynamic poses and loaded with rich surface detail. Kit features classic 
armaments like GN Sword, GN Short and Long Blades, GN Shield, GN Beam Sabers and 
Daggers, and a display stand for aerial poses.

222249 BANS2249 Total Parts: 36 runners Height: 16 in (406 mm)

Bandai® Gundam ZZ Ver Ka ZZ Gundam MG
30 years of mecha mashing!
The next mobile suit to make its way to the Master Grade line-up is the ZZ Gundam 
Ver. Ka, as part of the 30th anniversary of “ZZ Gundam!” This new version, overseen by 
renowned mecha designer Hajime Katoki, is based around the elongated proportions in 
the Enhanced ZZ and Full Armor ZZ Gundam variants that appeared in the latter half of 
the anime series “ZZ Gundam”. The ZZ Gundam Ver. Ka. is fully transformable! Combine 
the Core Base, Core top, and Core Fighter to create the G-Fortress! Kit features two 
core �ghters, multi-tube missile launchers, double beam ri�e, hyper beam sabers, and 
interchangeable hand parts.
224519 BANS4519 Total Parts: 17 runners Height: 7 in (178 mm)

Bandai® 1/144 Build Strike Galaxy Cosmos Gundam 
Build Fighters
Upgraded to be out of this world
The Build Strike’s �nal evolution has been revealed! The evolved form of the Build Strike, 
appearing in Battlogue Ep. 5, is a new Battle Strike born with an all new backpack and 
renewed body parts! The twelve wings can change into various shapes, giving the kit 
a style that resembles the ”Star” and “Cosmos”. New parts are included that can be 
attached to upgrade the head, chest, shoulders, and leg units. Kit features a beam ri�e, 
cosmos shield, two beam sabers, and display base.
224766 BANS4766 Total Parts: 17 runners Height: 5 in (127 mm)

Bandai® 1/144 Galaxy Booster Gundam Build
Fighters HG
Customize and crush!
Further customize your Gunpla with the backpack of the new Build Strike Galaxy Cosmos: 
The HGBC Galaxy Booster! Its twelve wings, which are the kit’s biggest feature, are 
individually articulated and can display a wide variety of silhouettes. The booster of the 
Build Strike Galaxy can be used in combination with various other model kits using the 
Striker Pack System. Kit features a display base and full instructions.

224767 BANS4767 Total Parts: 3 runners Height: 3 in (76 mm)

Bandai® Decals
Make your mark!
Gundam Decal 115 RG 1/144 Sinanju “Gundam UC” (Bag/6), Bandai Decals. Gundam 
Decal 116 RG 1/144 MS-06R Multiuse “Mobile Suit Gundam” (Bag/6), Bandai Decals. 
Gundam Decal 117 RG 1/144 OO Qan[T] “Gundam 00” (Bag/6), Bandai Decals. Gundam 
Decal 118 MG 1/100 GM Sniper II/GM Command “Gundam 0083” (Bag/6), Bandai Decals.

224914 BANS4914 

Bandai® Decals
Cool additions to your craft!
Highly versatile water-transfer decals compatible with Bandai Hobby model kits. Gundam 
Decal 119 Mobile Suit Gundam The Origin Multiuse “Gundam The Origin” (Bag/6), Bandai 
Decals. Gundam Decal 120 Mobile Suit Gundam Side Story The Blue Destiny “Gundam 
The Blue Destiny” (Bag/6), Bandai Decals.

224918 BANS4918 

Bandai® 1/48 X-Wing Star�ghter Moving Edition
Lock S-Foils in attack positions
New from Bandai Hobby comes the �rst moving edition Bandai Star Wars Plastic Model: 
The 1/48 X-Wing Star�ghter! Reproduce Proton Torpedo attacks with fantastic lights and 
sound! The S-foils open and close by themselves and LEDs in the rear engine and cockpit 
light up for added realism! Set includes original stand with effect switches. Batteries 
are not included. (Requires 2 AA batteries). Kit features detailed parts, foil sticker, full 
instructions, decals, and stand with effect switches.

296419 BANS6419 Total Parts: 8 runners Height: 9 in (229 mm) 

Dragon Models 1/72 Sd.Kfz.181 Tiger I Early Production
Smashing enemy armor
One of the most iconic tanks of WWII, the German Tiger I was armed with the incredibly 
lethal 88mm KwK 36 L/56 and wrapped in between 25 and 120mm of armor plate. Enemy 
tanks and anti-tank guns were largely inadequate to deal with the threat posed by the 
Tiger. Fortunately for the Allies, Tigers arrived in relatively small numbers (less than 2,000) 
and the rapidly deteriorating supply and air power situation for Germany more than offset 
the advantages of its armor. Kit DMLS0343 features a design scheme for Sicily in 1943, 
kit DMLS0344 features a design scheme for Germany in 1943.

60343/60344 DMLS0343 

Dragon Models 1/72 Sd.Kfz.184 Elefant 3/s Pz.Jg.
Abt.653
Knockout kriegsmachine
The second and third companies of Panzerjager Battalion 653 were equipped with 30 
Elefants each in April, 1944, and had, by August, just twelve vehicles total. Eighty percent 
of their vehicles were destroyed in �ve months, testament to the ferocity of the �ghting. 
Although they were extremely effective in their original anti-armor role, they suffered 
badly against air and massed infantry attacks. Late in the war, they served in the �nal 
defense of Berlin. Kit features decals for Pz.Jg.Abt.653 on the Eastern Front in 1943.

60355 DMLS0355

Bandai® 1/144 “Gundam Build Fighters”
Born to battle
The HGUC Zeta-inspired Gundam is based on the special unit used by Tatsuya Yuki from 
“Gundam Build Fighters.” It features a unique weapon load-out and color scheme that’s 
worthy of the title “Meijin Kawaguchi.” Main armaments consist of the A Mega Ri�e 
and Z Mega Ri�e, which combine to form the A-Z Mega Launcher! It is also capable of 
transforming into a wave rider through replacement parts. Kit features a Dash Shield 
that can be mounted on the forearm. The shield also features an opening for the Unlimited 
Saber weapon.

224496 BANS4496 Skill Level: 1 Height: 5 in (125 mm) 
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Dragon Models 1/72 Pz.Kpfw.IV Ausf.F1
Rushing across Russia
Item DMLS0695 has decals for Infantry Division Grofldeutschland on the Eastern Front in 
1942. It was rebuilt from the totally destroyed infantry regiment of the same name and 
equipped with some of the newest and best Panzer IV tanks available to Germany. Item 
DMLS0696 has decals for SS Division Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, a famously destructive 
military formation of the Nazi Party which was used to devastating effect on the Eastern 
Front. Both groups used the Panzer IV–the quintessential German tank–in their attempt to 
“kick in the door” of Russia for Hitler. Both failed.

60695/60696 DMLS0695/0696 

Dragon Models 1/35 Egyptian Sherman
Fighting on both sides
The end of WWII saw surplus Shermans sold to numerous countries in the middle east as 
tensions rose to a fever pitch over the new state of Israel. Egypt modi�ed their Shermans 
with turrets from French light tanks and threw them into action against similarly modi�ed 
Israeli Shermans during the Six Day War. It was a complete rout for Egypt. Their air force 
was destroyed on the ground, their armor decimated, the Sinai taken at a stroke. Kit 
features authentic looking Sherman with FL-10 turret, rubber gasket on front of turret, 
brand new engine deck, slide-molded muzzle brake, new armor patches, detailed bodies 
and road wheels, and much more.

3570 DMLS3570 

Dragon Models 1/72 Do335B-6 Arrow
Night Arrow
Only thirty seven of these aircraft ever made it into the air, and that’s a very good thing. 
These predatory aircraft were uniquely equipped with a pair of 12 cylinder engines and a 
propeller both front and rear. That gave them a top speed of 475mph–nearly 40mph faster 
than the P-51. B-6 variants carried radar units which enabled them to hunt down enemies 
in the night and stitch them up with a devastating array of 20 and 30mm cannon.

5010 DMLS5010 

Dragon Models 1/72 P-38J Lightning
Paci�c buzzsaw
Armed with a quartet of .50 caliber machine guns and a single 20mm cannon, all packed 
in the nose, the P-38J Lightning packed a heavy, long ranged wallop. In the Paci�c, all 
the top aces of the war used the P38 Lightning. Its long range, high speed, and heavy 
armament made it perfect for demolishing Japanese dominance in the air. Though it fared 
less well in Europe, the P-38 has a secure legacy as a superior twin engine �ghter. Kit 
features photo etched parts.

5018 DMLS5018 Total Parts: 75+ Skill Level: 4 Weight: 9 in (229 mm) 

Dragon Models 1/72 P-38 Path�nder
Bombs for Berlin
The standard P-38 wasn’t much of a bomber, but the Path�nder variant included a solid 
nose with a ground tracking radar and a Norden bombsight, plus an extra crewman in 
claustrophobic conditions. This extra gear allowed the Path�nders to lead packs of bomb-
armed P-38s directly to a target and drop off their lethal cargo on target. Kit features 
newly tooled Path�nder nose, detailed undercarriage, engraved fuselage and booms, 
photo-etched upgrade parts, clear canopy and cabin, and full decals for accurate markings.

5032 DMLS5032 

Dragon Models 1/72 F-5E Reconnaissance
Sneaking pictures
Fast, nimble, long-ranged P-38s made the perfect platform for reconnaissance aircraft. 
In their F-5 reconnaissance variant, they lost the striking power of their noses, but they 
gained something that was very possibly even more powerful–cameras. These cameras 
allowed the aircraft to swoop in, grab photos of enemy positions and installations behind 
enemy lines, and return this intelligence to commanders. Kit features newly tooled F-5E 
Recon nose, �ne panel lines, photo-etched upgrade parts, clear canopy and detailed 
cabin, and vivid decals with accurate markings.

5040 DMLS5040 

Dragon Models 1/48 Me-163B-1a Komet
“T-Stoff” terror
Powered by an explosively powerful Hydrazine/Methanol/Hydrogen Peroxide rocket 
motor, the Komet could reach speeds above 600 mph. Fortunately for the Allies, the thing 
that gave it its immense speed also necessitated it being an extremely short range �ghter. 
It could �y faster than any other aircraft of the day, or for decades, but it could �y less than 
thirty miles on a tank of fuel. Twin 30mm cannons were fully capable of shredding targets 
but the high rate of approach and low ammo capacity of the guns meant only the most 
lethal pilots could score kills with them.

5504 DMLS5504 

Dragon Models 1/48 He 162D Volksjager WWII
Jet Fighter
Last ditch effort
With the war rapidly coming to its conclusion, the Luftwaffe decided they needed a �ghter 
that was fast to produce, technically superior, and easy to �y. They wanted to put Hitler 
Youth pilots who had barely completed glider training behind the controls of cutting-edge 
jet �ghters made out of wood. It was crazy... and it very nearly worked. Luckily, it was the 
last year of the war before these went on duty. Kit features newly tooled swept wings, 
detailed engines, photo-etched parts, and full decals.

5552 DMLS5552 

Dragon Models 1/35 1/4-Ton 4x4 Ambulance Truck (6)
Far from home
The military vehicle known in of�cial US nomenclature as Truck, 1/4 Ton, 4x4, is probably 
the world’s most famous design in its class. This iconic WWII vehicle was produced from 
1941-45, with more than 634,000 rolling off American production lines. These small 4x4 
vehicles were employed in numerous battle�eld tasks, with one role being that of an 
ambulance. Kit features one folded and one unfolded stretcher, and a full set of six GI 
�gures dressed in winter gear including a suitably equipped medic.

6832 DMLS6832 

Dragon Models 1/35 IJA Type 97 Medium Tank Chi-Ha
Early Production
Island-ready armor
This model depicts an early production variant–the type that rolled across China and 
fought in the battle of Khalkhin Gol against the Soviet Union. Later, its 57mm main gun 
and twin machine guns were pointed towards defending the extremely broad territorial 
grabs of the Japanese in the Paci�c, going places tank commanders believed tanks 
couldnít go. Kit features extremely accurate model based on precise measurements of 
surviving tanks plus NEO track which is easier to assemble than individual link tracks and 
far more detailed than belt tracks!
6870 DMLS6870 
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Versatile and lethal
With and improved long-barreled 75mm gun, the Ausf.F2 was a highly necessary addition 
to the German attack on the Eastern Front. The gun provided the Wehrmacht with a 
weapon to defeat the heretofore largely invulnerable T-34. Kit features elevating and 
depressing gun barrel, slide molded turret and upper hull, detailed hull rear and crisply 
detailed sprockets, single piece lower hull, single piece road wheels, return rollers, and 
tracks, and vivid decals with marking options.

7549 DMLS7546 

Dragon Models 1/72 Stug.III Ausf.C/D
Carrying the krieg
Based on the chassis of the Panzer III, the Stug. III was a turretless assault gun that ended 
up becoming the most-produced armored �ghting vehicle in the Wehrmacht inventory. They 
were cheap, they were quick to build, and they were exceptionally effective when employed 
properly. Early examples, like the C and D variants carried short-barreled 75mm guns which 
�red low-velocity high explosive shells perfect for blasting �eld forti�cations into dust. 
Kit features one piece upper hull, full details, short-barrel 75mm gun, single piece road 
wheels, return rollers, and tracks, and vivid decals with multiple marking options.

7553 DMLS7553 

Dragon Models 1/72 King Tiger Henshcel
Virtually invulnerable
Behemoths of the late-war battle�eld, the King Tiger heavy tank was an extremely tough 
nut to crack. Its gun was capable of knocking out virtually any Allied tank at distances 
at which the enemy would have extreme dif�culty penetrating the King Tiger’s armor. 
Fortunately for the Allies, there were less than �ve hundred of these brutes produced. 
The ones that were built also suffered from mechanical breakdowns that effectively 
immobilized them. Kit features slide molded turret, detailed engine deck and wheels, 
lots of accessory detail, DS tracks, and vivid decals with multiple marking options.

7558 DMLS7558 

Dragon Models 1/72 10.5cm Sturmhaubitze 42
Fire support for the front
Equipped with a 105mm howitzer for effective infantry support, the “Sturmhaubitze 
42” variant of the Stug.III came the closest of any variant of the type to being the true, 
envisioned “storm artillery”. The 105 was an exceptionally long-ranged �eld artillery piece 
already in common use with the Wehrmacht, but putting it in an armored chassis and 
putting an engine behind it vastly increased its implementation potential.  Kit features 
full details, newly tooled Notek light, one piece slide molded barrel, detailed shocks, 
single-piece road wheels, rollers, and tracks, plus vivid decals.

7561 DMLS7561 

Dragon Models 1/72 Stug.III Ausf.E
“E” variants for the Eastern Front
Cheaper and faster to produce than the average armored �ghting vehicle, the Stug.III in 
all its variants became the most common armored weapon in the Wehrmacht inventory. 
For the “E” variant, slightly less than three hundred were produced between 1941 and 
1942. These variants incorporated a lot of small changes including armored boxes for the 
radio equipment, MG34 machine guns, and a 75mm gun perfect for lobbing high explosive 
shells. Kit features completely new roof, engine deck, and 75mm short barrel gun.

7562 DMLS7562 

Dragon Models 1/72 Jagdtiger Henschel Type
Baddest of the bad
Nazi Germany didn’t know the meaning of the word “overkill”, but they de�nitely 
implemented weapons that exhibited the de�nition. Their “Jadgtiger” carried a 128mm 
gun (that’s over �ve inches). Five inches guns usually show up on warships. In �eld use, 
these guns could destroy vehicles from miles away or blow through layers of hard cover 
and take out the vehicles behind. Adding insult to injury, the armor on the type was up to 
nearly ten inches thick. Making for one truly devastating, impervious �ghting machine.

7563 DMLS7563 

Dragon Models 1/72 Panzerkampfwagen T-34/85
Captured for the krieg
Turning the weapons of the enemy back on their owners is a tactic as old as warfare itself. 
Germany was expert at it. Some of their best tanks, early in the war, were actually captured 
from the Czechs, and they kept up their commandeering of enemy supplies whenever they 
were advancing. Tanks like the T-34 were taken when they were left behind by their crews 
and repurposed. Naturally, these vehicles needed extra-large identi�cation markings to 
avoid friendly �re! Kit features detailed parts and full decals.

7564 DMLS7564 

Lindberg® 1/12 Jolly Rogers Series: Dismay Be the End
Shivering timbers for the �rst time since 1972
All set for some swashbuckling? Dismay Be the End recreates a fan favorite that hasn’t 
been available for almost �fty years. This fun-�lled kit stars a skeletal scallywag whose 
bony leg is a hungry alligator’s latest lunch. Luckily, our pirate pal has a cutlass to help 
him counter against this reviled reptile’s fearsome attacks! Kit features white plastic 
molding, lively rubber band action and exquisite detail.

HL611/12 LNDS0611 Height: 6 in (152 mm)

MPC® 1/25 1986 Chevy® El Camino™ SS™ & Dirt Bike
Part car, part truck, all cool
For over two decades, the Chevy El Camino was an automotive icon, combining a car and 
pickup truck into one vehicle packed with unmistakable �air. In the car’s �nal years of 
production, Choo-Choo Customs Inc. gave it a more aerodynamic front end, creating a fan 
favorite, the El Camino SS. Kit features black pearl plastic molding, aerodynamic front 
end styling, all-new decals recreating the iconic 2-tone paint and pinstripe package, a 
bonus 1/25 mini trail bike with carrier rack, optional rack parts and retro-style 1980s MPC 
illustrated packaging.

MPC888/12 MPCS0888 Skill Level: 2 

Tamiya 1/35 German Assault Pioneer Team & Goliath Set
Rumble-rumble-rumble-KER_BOOOM!
The Goliath was a quirky little remote-controlled “tank” with and explosive cargo. 
Goliath tracked mines gave German Assault Pioneers the ability to make attacks without 
ever exposing themselves to return �re. They’d simply run the little tanks towards the 
building, forti�cation, or tank targeted, then hit a button and KER-BOOOM, 130-220lbs 
of high explosives make things very interesting downrange. Germany built these by the 
thousands and deployed them on many fronts where they enjoyed mixed success. Kit 
features parts for two Goliath tracked mines, enamel wire for the control cable, 3 assault 
pioneer team �gures in realistic poses, and lots of accessories.

35357 TAMS5357 Length: 1.8 in (46.5mm) Width: 0.9 in (24mm) Height: 0.6 in (15.5mm)




